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ABSTRACT

Humans have the capability, aided by the expressive compositionality of their language, to learn quickly by demonstration. They are able to describe unseen task-performing procedures and generalize their execution to other contexts. This work introduces DescribeWorld, a Minecraft-like grid world environment designed to test this sort of generalization skill in grounded agents, where tasks are linguistically and procedurally composed of elementary concepts. The agent observes a single task demonstration, and is then asked to carry out the same task in a new map. To enable such a level of generalization, we propose a neural agent infused with hierarchical latent language—at the levels of task inference and subtask planning. Through a suite of generalization tests, we find agents that perform text-based inference are better equipped for the challenge under a random split of tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Humans are highly capable of learning by example. If a child watches a school teacher draw a purple winged elephant then recite the alphabet backwards, they can replicate the sequence of activities at home with ease. This is in no small part due to the human ability to leverage the compositionality of language in order to comprehend new situations composed of familiar concepts [2]. Without this generalization, a human might overfit to the specifics of the classroom context.

In this work, we explore whether grounded artificial agents can similarly generalize from a demonstration: a single expert trajectory accomplishing a novel task (see Figure 1 for an overview). We construct DescribeWorld, a 2D grid environment containing a dataset of tasks involving collecting resources, building recipes, navigation, and interaction with objects and terrains. Each task is parametrized by an end goal, the completion of which ends the session with a high reward. Test tasks are distinct from training tasks, but they are procedurally composed of the same subtasks and low-level actions. Figure 2 provides examples of such tasks.

1 Examples and code found at describeworld.github.io.
2 HIERARCHICAL LATENT LANGUAGE POLICY

In addition to DescribeWorld, we devise a novel three-level Hierarchical Latent Language Policy (HLLP) agent, depicted Figure 1, that represents both high-level tasks ("build a house on field") and subtask plans ("cut wood") in natural language (NL). The agent uses text representations at two levels of abstraction: identifying top-level tasks (via a describer module), and identifying a sequence of intermediate-level subtasks (via instructor). We train the agent via imitation learning on NL text tied to oracle actions. The describer module observes oracle demonstrations and describes them in text. The instructor and executor modules work in tandem to generate intermediate-level text instructions and choose low-level actions.

3 EXPERIMENTS

For our novel testing scenario of demonstration following, where the agent must replicate a demonstrated task in a new random map, we contrast approaches that leverage latent language policies versus those that instead use continuous representations. Specifically, we contrast the HLLP agent with a fully nonverbal baseline (NV Baseline) and a Latent Language Description Only (LLD) baseline (i.e., LLD without the instructor).

DescribeWorld tests demonstration following agents for multiple forms of generalization. The random task split: is a pointwise random 70/30 split of the tasks grouped by their end goal. This is nontrivially difficult due to complex subtask dependencies. The systematic generalization splits each require a particular form of rule-based systematic generalization (Figure 2). For example, we hold specific crafting recipes out of training and require agents to compose them at test time from learnt recipes (e.g. train on erect iron shrine and place wood flooring and test on place iron flooring). Such systematic discrepancies between train and test cause catastrophic performance drops for most models.

Our main evaluation metric is the binary completion of the demonstrated task. We find that modeling agent policy as latent natural language improves the ability to generalize to demonstrations of unseen tasks. Table 1 shows task completion rate on the (upper) random task split and (lower) generalization challenge splits.

Both agents that leverage a predicted task description (HLLP and LLD) outperform the nonverbal baseline on the random unseen task split. Results are mixed on the suite of generalization challenge splits, where model performance is close to 0, though latent language contributes a couple of points particularly for generalization to tasks with longer trajectory length. Full results on other testing scenarios (e.g., description following and instruction following are found in [8]).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

DescribeWorld is a challenging environment that tests agents at learning new tasks, composed of familiar concepts, given just single demonstrations. Our suite of high-level tasks requires an agent to identify task concepts and their procedural roles in unseen combinations. This builds upon existing work that tests for compositional generalization in language processing models [4, 5, 7], but alters the input modality such that agents must respond to nonverbal demonstrations of novel tasks. We argue that agents using language latently for planning are better suited for this type of challenge.

We propose a hierarchical latent language policy agent, which makes decisions on the basis of text at multiple levels of abstraction. Our results suggest that language serves as an effective means to identify and act upon these novel combinations, thus providing an expressive, generalization-promoting representation for one-shot demonstration following agents. Intermediate-level planning on the basis of LM decoding provides incremental improvements upon nonverbal baselines on a random task split, suggesting improved generalization to other maps and unseen tasks under a random split. However, we find that instruction-level latent language does not solve the challenging DescribeWorld generalization splits.

We observe that models can accomplish systematically novel tasks provided the correct decision is made at a higher level of abstraction, exemplifying how hierarchical latent language provides a mechanism for isolating the level of policy abstraction in which a generalization might occur. Indeed, such challenges remain largely unsolved, though recent approaches have suggested incremental progress in specific cases [1, 3, 6]. We hope that our benchmark adds to this discourse, and that future work considers DescribeWorld.
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